
Meet Juiceboxx, the first ever case for your MacBook charger. Our 
sleek, colorful cases protect your Mac’s vulnerable charger from damage.

The Story
Your charger is the lifeline of your Mac. Without it, you’re 
in a race against time as the battery steadily drains down 
to nothing. It goes everywhere your Mac goes, and then 
some. Stuffed into tight pockets, dragged across airport 
halls and stretched to every last inch, it leads a rough life. 
Buying $80 replacement chargers has become the norm 
for many Mac users who fall victim to the infamous ‘Mac-
Book charger frayed cord’ issue.

Juiceboxx Inc. co-founder, Lucas Williamson was one of 
those people. He was left tired and frustrated after expe-
riencing his fourth broken MacBook charger. As a student 
at Ohio State, Williamson voiced his troubles among the 
entrepreneurship club, quickly forming a team of motivat-
ed designers and Engineers that shared his pain.

The team set out to create a protective case that pre-
vented the cord damage normally seen where the cord 
exits the charger body. The patent-pending ‘trumpet’ 
shaped cord guide gently guides the cord into a smooth 
curve which significantly reduces stress in that area. This 
feature is packed into a slim-fitting, colorful case that 
extends just millimeters from the charger. Conveniently, 
the cord can be wrapped and stored in the same, familiar 
way as before.

In 2015, Juiceboxx Inc. will continue to expand it’s 
product offerings specifically targeting power protection 
accessories.



Timeline

1st Place: Ohio State Idea Pitch 
Competition with initial concept
October 16, 2013

1st Place: Ohio State Annual    
Business Plan Competition
April 8, 2014

CES Las Vegas
January 6-10, 2014

Product development 

Product finalization

Tooling production

Juiceboxx Inc. founded
November 22, 2013

Start first production run
January 2, 2014

Kickstarter Launch
April 6, 2014

Successful Kickstarter Campaign: 
$31,109 Raised in 25 Days
April 30, 2014



The Solution

Extension Access

Cord Management

Stylish Identity

Cord Protection



The Press

Sometimes solving the little problems is as important as solving the big ones.
Washington Post - Hayley Tsukayama

I personally have had to replace two chargers from fray failure in the last year and 
was thrilled to discover a startup out of Ohio that solved this problem through an 
innovative MacBook charger case called JuiceBoxx.
Entrepreneur - David Gerzof-Richard

Juiceboxx is a really smart idea that slides over the stock Apple charger and reduces 
the stress on the cable so it shouldn’t fall apart. 
TUAW - Steven Sande 

Like many iOS device owners, I am also a MacBook owner. But at this point 
I own more chargers than MacBooks, because they are prone to getting       
damaged. 
iPhonelife.com - Todd Bernhard

Ever get a frayed cord on your MacBook charger? That annoying problem 
could soon be a thing of the past, thanks to a new Kickstarter crowdfunding 
project from the folks at Juiceboxx Inc. 
Mac Life - J.R. Bookwalter

If you’ve ever had to replace a charger because it frayed or broke, you’ll   
probably appreciate this idea as much as me. 
Mac Observer  - Bryan Chaffin

Juiceboxx is a stylish and slick protective case for MacBook chargers. The   
plastic case fits around the charger and provides a better angle for the 
cord to be wrapped safely. It eliminates any taut angles near the base thus        
protecting the cord from breakage. 
Lifehack.org - Hemendra Jain



Assets

Horiztonal logo

Download high-resolution versions of the Juiceboxx logo

Vertical logo

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B6XhHUXWtJGdVUJwc04zRUlDUms&usp=sharing


The Founders

Scott Scherpenberg is head of product design and development. Through the co-founding of 
several companies, Scherpenberg has experience with production and manufacturing as well 
as importing and distributing products. Scherpenberg is majoring design-entrepreneurship and    
business development at The Ohio State University.

Lucas Williamson is responsible for business development. Over the last four years, Williamson has 
gained experience in manufacturing, sales and distribution from running his previous companies. 
Williamson studied industrial design and entrepreneurship at The Ohio State University.

Andrew Lien is responsible for manufacturing and technology. He has professional experience as a 
manufacturing engineer for Procter and Gamble. Lien has founded several companies ranging from 
consumer products to a media website. Lien holds a Bachelor of Science in Industrial and Systems
Engineering from The Ohio State University.

Samuel Silverman is in charge of branding and identity development for Juiceboxx Inc.              
Silverman is a professional graphic designer at Ohio State Athletics, where he acquired a strong 
sense of brand development and progressed the identity for Ohio State Football. Silverman holds 
a Bachelor of Science in Design from The Ohio State University.


